Organ culture of benign, aging, and hyperplastic human prostate.
Organ culture of the human prostate began in the 1970s and was modeled after the work of Lasnitzki and her collaborators in the mouse two decades earlier. In organ culture of human prostates, one sees a rapid increase in epithelial cells and decrease in stromal cells during the first 3-5 days of culture. While modulation of many phenotypic properties occurs, these cultures provide a simple and rapid way to achieve large numbers of human prostatic epithelial cells in cultured tissues that are markedly depleted of stromal cells. There is some evidence that organ cultures are maintained in slightly better functional states in the presence of androgens; however, most of this evidence is less than quantitative. Most organ culture of prostates has been accomplished with tissues from unspecified locations within the prostate; interpretation of cultures carried out in this fashion has been less complete than would have been possible if they had been carried out from specific anatomic locations within the prostate. Careful pathological characterization of locations contiguous to the cultured tissue is mandatory if cultures are to be interpreted meaningfully.